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Abstract

Thesis title: (AL) in Arabic Language and its Applications in Surat ALBAqarah
Researcher name: Emad bin Sadeq bin Abd Rab Alrasool Al-Bahrani
Degree: Master in Arabic language and literature
Subject: Study issues related to (AL) and uses and applications in Surat ALBAqarah
Purpose: Detecting (AL) uses, explore the meanings here, its provisions and its applications in Surat Al-Baqarah.
Subject plan: The study included three chapters, preceded by an introduction, smoothing, and followed by the finale, then technical indexes.

Chapter one: (AL) The reality and their meanings, and included six detectives:
The first section: it made him to publicize B(AL), But as to second section: introducing grammarians sayings in fact (AL), But as to third section: it made him (AL) meanings and uses, and the, But as to fourth section: (AL) on behalf of conscience, and the, fifth section: it was statement (AL) par and craft, , But as to sixth section: Statement relationship with twin, noun and addition.

Chapter Two: entry (AL) on some names and related provisions, contained two sections: first section: Entry (AL) in name of (Allah), in the media, "yesterday", "now", "some", "all", "other", "semi", "sufficiency". As The second section: the provisions of (AL): AL sunshade, Lunar, and in noun of agent, noun of patient, and in victory Celebrities and in weekdays.

Chapter Three: the effect of(AL) on some doors grammatical and morphological, contained two sections:
first section: made him in some grammatical chapters (debutante, news, discrimination, number, pager, and Niama, Blaesa, news (who) and Alpha,lam). As the second section: it was a specialty in some morphological chapters, chapter source (source, source name, and Source Mimi), at the chapter of the derivation of a word (noun of agent, noun of patient, Adjective participles, name, attribute the compared with door's name, the name Preference, name the time and place)

Conclusion outlined the main results:
- Received (AL) Artisan (knowledge) in Sura total of six hundred and twenty one times, the AL the pledge of a hundred and eighty-eight times (30%) Of the total, either (AL) nationality, it was Share four hundred and thirty-three times, and reached from the overall total (70%).
- Grammarians disagree on (AL) within the be status, it was said: it was unplugged, name it character definition. And either (AL) input do preference and other derivatives are, and are not connected.
- Permissible enter Alpha, lam -appointed "some", "other".
- Ruling on (AL) as trailing in science, and the science associated with (AL), in the words (now), the connected names Alpha and lam as (who) and (Which) and branches.